
Captain’s log, stardate 8556.3: 

USS Arcturus will soon arrive in standard orbit over Davlos III, with which the Federation has been 

negotiating mining rights.  The planet is a rich source of dilithium, the crystals unusually pure.  

Unfortunately, the planet is located close to the Klingon border, and Starfleet Command fears the 

Klingons will try to prevent the Davlonians from signing any treaties with the Federation.  We need to act 

quickly to secure the treaty, which is why Starfleet dispatched the Arcturus, the closest Federation ship in 

the sector, instead of a regular diplomatic courier ship. 

Johnson, commanding Arcturus, out. 

 

 

 Down in the ship’s arboretum, low in the secondary hull of the Tikopai-class starship USS Arcturus NCC-1807, helmsman 

Lieutenant (Junior Grade) Kalin Kale was meeting with Crewman Mickey Ku, a woman with whom he had developed a budding 

romantic relationship since reporting aboard the starship.  The couple had shared breakfast in the park-like setting and was now sitting 

on one of the benches that faced the large floor to ceiling windows looking out into the depths of space as they talked. 

 “How are things up on the bridge?” Ku asked as she leaned against Kale’s shoulder. 

 “Quiet,” the Centauri man replied.  “At least during Gamma shift.  We never seem to see any excitement.” 

 “At least you get to know what’s going on,” Ku remarked.  “Down in the astrometrics lab we never know what’s happening 

until two days later.” 

 “I just wish Commander Stryer would give me a little more responsibility.  Something that would help me in attaining a 

command of my own some day.  Something a little more exciting than constantly reporting, ‘Warp factor 5, sir’; ‘Engaging impulse 

power, sir’; ‘Entering standard orbit, sir,’” Kale complained to Ku.  “All I ever seem to do is stand my own watch on the helm and 

occasionally fill in for the Alpha shift watch when Lieutenant Cala is assigned to landing party duty.  It would be nice to see some of 

the real action myself.  Maybe get assigned to a landing party or be allowed to take the conn when the Commodore is off the bridge.” 

 “You know what they say,” the petite Asian woman remarked, looking up at Kale with an inscrutable smile.  “Be careful 

what you wish for!” 

 Before Kale could respond, the intercom panel on the nearby bulkhead whistled and a voice announced, “Bridge to 

Lieutenant Kale.”  Kale got up from the bench and stepped over to the intercom, activating it. 

 “This is Kale,” he responded. 

 “Lieutenant Cala must prepare for landing party duty, Lieutenant,” said the voice of communications specialist Penji Fil.  

“She requests you report to the bridge to relieve her of the watch.” 

 Kale turned and looked at Ku with an ‘I told you so’ look on his face.  Ku shrugged and smiled. 

 “I’ll be right up, Penji.  Kale, out.” 

 Kale deactivated the intercom, then looked back at Ku and said, “Sorry, Mickey.  Duty calls.” 

 “That’s okay.  I need to get back to astrometrics so I can start compiling all the mapping data from our last mission.  See you 

at lunch?” 

 “I guess that will depend on how long Lieutenant Cala plans spending planet-side,” Kale replied before giving Ku a kiss on 

the cheek and heading toward the nearest turbolift. 
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 Several minutes later, Kalin Kale was sitting at the helm as the Arcturus neared Davlos III. 

 “Standard orbit, Mister Kale,” Commodore Eric W. Johnson, commanding officer of the Arcturus, ordered from the center 

seat. 

 “Entering standard orbit, sir,” Kale responded with only a hint of irony in his voice. 



 “Mister Fil, hail the Davlosian government and inform them of our arrival,” Johnson said to the Catullan man sitting at the 

communications console on the port side of the bridge. 

 “The governor’s staff has already contacted us, Commodore,” Fil replied.  “They have transmitted coordinates and await the 

arrival of the landing party.” 

 “Very good,” Johnson said as he got out of the command chair.  “Commodore Johnson to Commander Baael, Lieutenant 

Commander Stryer, Lieutenant Lithir, Lieutenant Cala, Doctor Valtiir, and Major Copeland.  Meet me in Transporter Room 1 in ten 

minutes for landing party duty.  Remember, this is a diplomatic function, so no overt weaponry.  That includes you, Copeland!” 

 “Any orders while you’re gone, Commodore?” Commander Kira, the green-skinned female Orion first officer asked as she 

stepped up toward the captain’s chair, prepared to assume command in the commodore’s absence. 

 “Actually, Commander, I’m going to need you on this landing party as well.  Never know when your unique… skills… of 

diplomacy may come in handy in a situation like we’re going to face.”  Johnson then looked forward toward the helm console and, in 

an almost nonchalant manner, said, “Mister Kale, you have the conn.” 

 At first, Kale was unsure he had heard the Commodore correctly.  His eyes wide, he turned his seat to face both his 

commanding and executive officers and said, “Sir?” 

 “You heard me, Lieutenant.  Think of it as practice for some future command of your own some day.”  Johnson looked at his 

Orion first officer and remarked, “Right, Kira?” 

 Kira gave Johnson a strange look, like she suspected the Commodore may have just gone insane, but merely shrugged her 

shoulders and replied, “Aye, sir.” 

 “Shall we?” Johnson asked.  Kira nodded and both officers headed toward one of the turbolifts at the back of the bridge.  As 

the turbolift doors swished shut, still somewhat in shock, Kale was still staring silently at the empty command chair. 

 “Lieutenant,” Fil said, his voice barely above a whisper.  “Lieutenant!” 

 Kale, his reverie broken, looked toward communications. 

 “I think you’re supposed to sit in it, sir.  Not stare at it,” Fil remarked, gesturing toward the center seat. 

 Kale jumped slightly, as if startled, and moved out of the helm chair.  He paused momentarily before actually sitting down in 

the command chair, almost as if expecting the inanimate object to bite him.  He then realized his own seat was now empty and quickly 

looked around the bridge for a spare officer.  He noticed Ensign Setton To’Lock Arbelo, who normally worked at communications, 

standing in front of the master situation console and looking in his direction. 

 “Monster, take the helm,” he quickly ordered. 

 Arbelo seemed surprised by the order for a second before responding, “Aye aye, sir.”  The young Terran/Vulcan/Efrosian 

man then stepped past the center seat and sat down in the helmsman’s seat to the left of navigator Ensign Galen DuLac. 

 “What now?” Kale wondered out loud. 

 “Hope it stays quiet and that nothing bad happens before Commodore Johnson and the rest get back?” Lieutenant (JG) Idrisu, 

the Deltan officer sitting at the science console suggested. 

 

* * * * 

 

Ship’s log, stardate 8556.8; Lieutenant (JG) Kalin Kale, recording: 

We heard from the landing party shortly after they beamed down, informing us they would be breaking 

from the normal routine of contacting the ship every thirty minutes due to not wanting to interrupt the 

delicate negotiations taking place on the surface, which he described as tense - as if the Davlonians are 

withholding something.  However, it has been nearly three hours since they last contacted us and I’m 

beginning to wonder if I should open communications to Commodore Johnson myself - especially 

considering what Lieutenant Idrisu has been tracking for the last thirty minutes. 

 

 

 “Any change, Cueball?” Kale asked the bald-headed Deltan science officer. 

 “Negative,” Idrisu repled.  “The Klingon warship I’ve been tracking for the past half hour has completely crossed through the 

Neutral Zone and is now on a direct course toward this planet.  The warp signature is a little stange, but based on the limited data I 

believe it is a Bird-of-Prey-class scout.” 

 “Estimated time of arrival?” 

 “Less than one hour current speed,” the Deltan replied. 

 “I think I’m starting to get in over my head,” Kale remarked.  He then looked toward communications and said, “Penji, hail 

the Commodore.  I think he needs to know about this.” 



 Fil complied.  A moment later, an annoyed sounding Commodore Johnson’s voice could be heard through the bridge 

speakers. 

 “I thought I told you we would contact you when our negotiations were complete, Lieutenant?” 

 “The situation up here has changed, Commodore,” Kale replied.  “Lieutenant Idrisu is currently tracking what he believes is a 

Klingon Bird-of-Prey that has crossed the Neutral Zone and is heading here.  I thought you should be informed.” 

 “I appreciate the notice, but the Klingons are expected,” Johnson informed curtly.  “The planet’s leaders invited them to take 

part in the negotiations for rights to mine dilithium here.  Personally I think they’re just trying to manipulate us into agreeing to their 

terms a little more easily, since I’m sure the Davlonians don’t want the Klingons here anymore than we do, but apparently that ship is 

transporting the Klingon negotiating team.  Now, I need to get back to the table myself.  I would like it if we had an agreement in 

writing with the Davlonians before the Klingons even get here.  Johnson, out.” 

 “A negotiating team being transported aboard a Bird-of-Prey?” Kale questioned.  “Do the Klingons even have a word for 

‘negotiating’?  Something doesn’t feel right about…” 

 “Lieutenant!” Idrisu suddenly interrupted.  “Klingon vessel has just increased speed and cloaked!  New ETA based on last 

sensor reading puts them in orbit here in less than thirty minutes.” 

 Kale stared at the main viewscreen, even though the Klingons ship was far enough away that - even uncloaked - it would not 

have been visible. 

 “Should I call away an alert?” Kale asked no one in particular. 

 “That would mean raising shields and calling the Commodore again,” Fil remarked. 

 “I’m not sure what I should do.  I need some advice,” Kale said. 

 “Commodore Johnson would probably call a senior staff meeting in a situation like this,” Arbelo suggested from the helm. 

 “But the senior staff are all down planet-side with the Commodore, Monster,” Kale remarked. 

 “And like you, they left members of their own staffs behind to run the ship in their absence.” 

 Kale suddenly understood what Arbelo was suggesting.  He turned to the white-haired Catullan at communications and said, 

“Penji, call the senior officer from each department still aboard to the briefing room in five minutes.” 

 “Aye, Lieutenant,” Fil replied. 

 

* * * * 

 

 Five minutes later, Kale walked into the main briefing room on C Deck, accompanied by Idrisu, Fil, DuLac and Arbelo.  

Already gathered there were 1st Lieutenant David Maddox representing the embarked Starfleet Marines, Assistant Chief Medical 

Officer Dr. Athena Arcadian, and Assistant Chief Engineer T’Veer.  As the four new arrivals took seats, Arcadian was the first to 

speak. 

 “What’s going on, Kalin?  Where’s Commander Kira?” she asked her fellow Centauri. 

 “Commander Kira beamed down to the planet with Commodore Johnson and the landing party,” Kale informed the 

gathering.  “For some inexplicable reason, he left me in command of the ship in his absence.  Probably figured it would be a cake walk 

for me.” 

 “What’s going on that you needed to see us?” Maddox asked. 

 “Lieutenant Idrisu has detected a Klingon warship approaching the planet under cloak,” Kale said to the shock of those who 

had not been on the bridge.  “We believe, based on the warp signature, that it is a Bird-of-Prey.” 

 “Are they going to attack?!” Maddox demanded to know, almost jumping out of his chair with the urge to rush up to the 

bridge. 

 “According to Commodore Johnson, the Klingons have been invited by the Davlonians.  But since they cloaked, I have a bad 

feeling about the situation.  I need your advice.  Should I take the ship to red alert and man battlestations just in case?” 

 While several of the now-senior crew agreed raising the alert status would be prudent given the situation, including Arbelo 

and Maddox, Dr. Arcadian voiced the concerns of the more cautious members of those on hand. 

 “The Klingons were invited to come here, Kalin.  They may have cloaked simply because they crossed the Federation border 

without a Starfleet escort?  If they arrive here and find a Federation starship with weapons armed and shields raised, it could 

potentially provoke the exact situation we hope to avoid.” 

 “The only thing the Klingons respect is a fully charged phaser bank, Athena,” Maddox remarked.  “I say we play it safe.  We 

can always sort things out afterward.” 

 “The problem with that is it could cause an interstellar incident,” T’Veer suggested.  “The Davlonians might award mining 

rights to the Klingons over the Federation just to make up for our apparent aggression.” 

 Kale sighed, taking in what each crew member was saying before remarking, “I’m having flashbacks to the Kobayashi Maru.  

Okay, we’ll keep the alert status green for now, but I need everyone to be ready for the unexpected.”  There was a general murmur of 



agreement.  “Thank you all.  Idrisu, Lieutenant Maddox, Lieutenant T’Veer, please remain for a moment.  There is something I need 

to discuss with you.  The rest of you, dismissed.” 

 DuLac, Arcadian, Fil, and Arbelo gathered their data chips and headed toward the door.  Before leaving, Arcadian paused in 

the threshold and looked back, curious about what Kale needed to discuss with the science officer, engineer, and Starfleet Marine.  A 

moment later she shrugged her shoulders and resumed heading back to sickbay to prepare in case medical aid was needed, the doors 

swishing shut in her wake. 

 “I need your help with something,” Kale said once all four were alone in the briefing room.  “What can be done to protect the 

ship without looking like we’re armed for battle?” 

 

* * * * 

 

 Several minutes later, Maddox and T’Veer had joined Kale, Idrisu, Fil, Arbelo, and DuLac on the bridge. 

 “Lieutenant, I’m detecting that intermittent signal again,” Idrisu reported. 

 Kale turned the command chair to face the science console and asked, “Any idea what it is?” 

 “I’m guessing it’s the Klingons,” the Deltan replied.  “They must be in-system by now.  Probably either in orbit or so close to 

it that they can’t help but let us pick up what I’m detecting.  Not sure what purpose the signals we’re detecting would serve though.” 

 “I believe it may be coded communications signals,” Fil reported, listening to the transmission Idrisu was picking up through 

his earpiece. 

 “Who would they be communicating…?” Kale started to ask when a panic-stricken voice sounded from the speakers. 

 “Arcturus!  Beam us up!  It’s a…” 

 “That sounded like Major Copeland,” Lt Maddox, who was now manning the tactical console, remarked. 

 “What doth happen down yonder?” young Galen DuLac wondered aloud.  Meanwhile, without hesitation, Kale activated the 

intercom on the command chair. 

 “Transporter room, lock onto the landing party’s signal and beam them up immediately!” he ordered. 

 “Unable to locate the landing party’s signal,” the transporter chief replied several seconds later. 

 “Lieutenant!  Look!” Arbelo suddenly exclaimed. 

 Kale turned his eyes back to the main viewer, where a Klingon warship was becoming visible directly in front of the 

Arcturus. 

 “That’s a K’t’inga-class battlecruiser!” Kale exclaimed, looking over at Idrisu, who merely shrugged in embarrassment. 

 “Lieutenant, the Klingons are hailing us,” Fil reported. 

 “On screen.” 

 The image of the battlecruiser was replaced by the image of its captain.  The Klingon in the command chair had prominent 

ridges beginning at the bridge of his nose and extending up over the top of his bald head.  He looked more aggressive than any 

Klingon Kale had ever before encountered, and the young lieutenant swallowed before standing up. 

 “This is Kalin Kale in command of the Federation starship USS Arcturus.” 

 “Federation battlecruiser, I am Captain Klaag.  You will surrender your vessel and crew or be destroyed.  If you attempt to 

flee, you will be destroyed.  If you try and raise shields or arm weapons, you will be destroyed.” 

 “Captain Klaag, we are here at the invitation of the Davlonians.  You are in Federation space and have no reason to display 

such aggression.  An attack on us would be considered a violation of the Organian Peace Treaty.  I have no wish to engage in 

hostilities with you, but if attacked, this vessel WILL defend itself.” 

 “You are currently in Klingon space,” Klaag replied, a subtle grin on his face.  “The Davlos system was annexed by the 

Empire more than one of your months ago.  It is you who are in violation of the treaty, which is why you will surrender your vessel to 

me.  Your landing party resisted, and they are now all dead.” 

 The shock of the Klingon’s pronouncement hit Kale hard, like being punched in the stomach.  He glanced back toward 

Maddox.  The Marine - his own expression hard and angry - nodded once toward Kale. 

 “As I said, the Arcturus will not simply give up without a fight,” Kale said to Klaag. 

 “You are a fool,” Klaag retorted.  “One who is outnumbered.” 

 “According to all available intelligence, a Tikopai-class starship is generally an equal match for a K’t’inga-class battlecruiser.  

I wouldn’t be so sure you’re the one getting out of this with your hide intact.” 

 The bravery being displayed by the Starfleeter impressed even the battle-hardened Klaag, but he still could not resist smiling 

malevolently. 

 “I said outnumbered, not simply outgunned,” the Klingon remarked with a chuckle.  He then barked an order in Klingonese 

that Kale did not understand.  A second later alarms started sounding at both the tactical station and sciences. 

 “We have another Klingon warship de-cloaking directly aft!” Maddox shouted out. 



 “Bird-of-Prey is arming weapons!” Idrisu reported.  A moment later the avian-like warship fired disruptors at the Arcturus. 

 “Incoming fire!” Maddox exclaimed.  A second later the Arcturus shook from the impact of the Klingon weapon but no 

appreciable damage was reported. 

 “Aft torpedo, fire!” Kale ordered. 

 The acting-commander’s order seemed to surprise Fil, Arbelo, DuLac, and Captain Klaag, but neither Maddox nor T’Veer. 

 “Firing aft torpedo,” the Marine officer confirmed as the rear-facing tube launched a glowing red projectile directly at the 

nose of the smaller of the two Klingon vessels. 

 “Deflector shields holding, but we cannot take another hit like that last one,” T’Veer confirmed after consulting the 

engineering readouts. 

 “Let’s hope we won’t have to.  Raise full shields now!” Kale ordered just as the torpedo struck the Bird-of-Prey.  The 

Klingon ship had been unprepared for a fight, expecting the Arcturus to remain a sitting duck, and was only starting to raise shields 

when the photon torpedo hit and penetrated the hull directly through the bridge, exploding within the neck of the ship and blowing the 

bridge module off.  What remained of the warship’s hull started tumbling into the planet’s atmosphere as the K’t’inga-class 

battlecruiser opened fire on the Arcturus. 

 “Shield 1 down 10% already,” Maddox reported.  “Shields 2 and 4 at maximum.  Shield 3 holding at 94%.” 

 “Arm phasers and bring the other torpedo tubes on-line,” Kale ordered as he gripped the arm rests of the command chair as 

the starship was rocked back and forth by the Klingon weapons.  “Prepare to fire.” 

 “How?” Arbelo asked as he attempted to maneuver the Arcturus out of the Klingon’s weapons arcs.  “How did we survive 

those initial shots?  How did we fire a torpedo without the Klingons detecting that we were armed?  And how was it armed in the first 

place?” 

 “I had Idrisu, Maddox, and T’Veer come up with a way to rig the systems by running the deflector and torpedo tube power 

through the warp engine magnetic flux fields.  As far as the Klingons could tell, we had our warp engines powered up in stand-by but 

no shields, deflectors, or weapons systems at the ready.  They thought we were going to run, not stand and fight.” 

 “What do we do now?” Fil asked. 

 “Now we run!” Kale remarked.  “Monster, prepare to break orbit.  Lay in course 280 mark 355.  Prepare to…” 

 “What about the Commodore and the rest of the landing party?” asked Idrisu. 

 “You heard Klagg,” Kale said as the Arcturus was buffeted around again by another hit from the battlecruiser.  “They’re 

already dead.  Now let’s get ourselves out of here and warn Star…” 

 Kale was interrupted by an alarm sounding on Maddox’s console. 

 “Kalin!  A second Bird-of-Prey is decloaking directly to starboard!” 

 “Cueball, you said there was only one ship that crossed the Neutral Zone!” Kale exclaimed in frustration as the Arcturus 

listed to port under the fire of the new vessel. 

 “They must have hid the battlecruiser and the second Bird-of-Prey behind the first ship’s warp field,” the Deltan science 

officer explained. 

 “Weapons status?” 

 “Phasers are armed, but we only have one photon torpedo ready in all respects,” Maddox responded. 

 “Fire phasers at the new Bird-of-Prey, shoot the torpedo at the battlecruiser.  Maybe that will distract them enough for us to 

get clear of orbit,” Kale ordered as he was nearly tossed out of the captain’s chair again.  “And load and arm more torpedoes, Maddox, 

or we’re not going to last much longer out here!” 

 The single torpedo flashed out of one of the forward torpedo tubes and quickly struck the battlecruiser in front of the 

Federation starship, exploding spectacularly but near-harmlessly against the Klingon’s stronger shields.  Klagg appeared to take 

Kale’s resistance as a personal insult and re-doubled his attack on the Arcturus, torpedoes and disruptor beams shooting out and 

striking the starship’s shields in quick succession as the Bird-of-Prey maneuvered over and around the Arcturus to avoid its phasers 

and continue the attack on the port quarter. 

 “Shield 2 down to only 35%!  Shield 4 now down to 57%!  And shield 1 on the verge of collapse!” Maddox shouted as his 

hands moved quickly across the console, trying to route power back to the shields at the same time he was trying to keep the phasers 

charged and make sure the torpedo tubes remained loaded and armed. 

 “T’Veer, I need more power!” Kale pleaded to his engineer. 

 “I’m giving you everything I have, Lieutenant,” the half-Vulcan woman assured just before her console erupted in a show of 

hot sparks. 

 “Forward shield has collapsed,” Idrisu announced.  “I’m reading overloads all over the ship.” 

 “Monster, come right!” Kale ordered.  “Turn us away from the Klingons!  Get that opening in the shields away from them!” 

 “I’m trying, Lieutenant,” Arbelo replied, leaning into the helm controls, “but she’s being as sluggish as an Efrosian ox-yak.” 

 “Maddox, we need to fight our way out of orbit.  Fire at will!” Kale ordered. 



 “Aye, Lieutenant,” the Marine officer responded. 

 Slowly the Arcturus turned to leave orbit, phaser banks firing wildly in all directions, but not before the battlecruiser opened 

fire once again.  Several shots hit both the primary and secondary hulls of the starship, leaving behind gaping wounds in the structure. 

 “Heavy damage to decks E, F, and G,” Fil announced, a look of shock on his face.  “Sickbay is reporting numerous casualties 

and engineering reports they’re having trouble keeping impulse power functioning; safety overrides keep trying to engage.  And 

reports from E deck are saying astrometrics is gone!” 

 “What do you mean, astrometrics is gone?” Kale asked as he continued to try and get the ship out of its current predicament. 

 “I mean it’s gone!” Fil reiterated.  “They took a direct hit from a disruptor beam!  There’s nothing there but a gaping hole in 

the hull!  Emergency forcefields are failing.  Half of E deck has decompressed.” 

 “Mickey…,” Kale found himself whispering, thoughts of the young woman he had shared breakfast with only a few hours 

earlier going through his head.  It took another blow from a Klingon weapon to return his attention to the present.  “Arbelo! DuLac!  I 

don’t care which direction we go, just get us out of here!  NOW!” 

 “Course laid in,” Ensign DuLac confirmed, his Avalonian accent - as was usual during times of stress - disappearing entirely. 

 Arbelo placed his hand on the warp engine control and said, “Going to warp in five... four… three…” 

 It was already too late.  Under the relentless pounding of the two Klingon warships, the starship’s aft shield finally failed.  

Another Klingon torpedo penetrated the shields and struck the port nacelle strut right where it connected to the secondary hull just as 

the warp engines started to engage.  The strut bent away from the hull at almost ninety degrees before finally breaking off entirely, 

trailing glowing sparks of warp plasma as it tumbled into Davlos III’s atmosphere and started to burn, leaving a path of smoke in its 

wake.  At that same instant, on the bridge, the engineering console completely overloaded, engulfing T’Veer in an intense fireball.  

The half-Vulcan woman screamed in pain in spite of her normal self-control as her maroon uniform caught fire.  Kale jumped out of 

the center seat and moved toward the railing of the bridge as Fil retrieved one of the nearby extinguishers mounted near the turbolift 

doors and doused both T’Veer and the flaming console with extinguisher before calling for medical help to the bridge. 

 “No!” Maddox screamed, slamming his fists on the tactical console as the monitors went dark.  “I’ve lost control of the 

weapons systems!” 

 “The mains are off-line,” Idrisu announced.  “We’re running on batteries right now, Lieutenant.” 

 The Arcturus was buffeted again by more weapons fire from the Klingons.  Explosions could be heard ringing through the 

hull as the starship was battered again and again.  Kale, momentarily frozen with indecision, finally shook himself out of his stupor.  

He stepped back over to the center seat and pressed the intercom control on the arm. 

 “All hands, this is the bridge,” he finally announced.  “Abandon ship.  Repeat, abandon ship.  All hands to escape pods.  This 

is not a drill!” 

 Kale watched as Maddox and Fil grabbed hold of T’Veer and started carrying the injured woman toward the turbolift, which 

Idrisu held open for everyone.  Kale then slowly stepped in front of the captain’s chair and slowly sank back into it. 

 “Kalin!  Come on!  We have to get out of here!” Arbelo implored, pausing and turning back around at the turbolift door. 

 “I can’t,” Kale replied.  “I still have something I have to do.” 

 “But Kalin…!” 

 “Go!  Now!  That’s an order, Ensign!” 

 A pained look crossed Arbelo’s face before he finally nodded slightly and stepped back into the turbolift, the doors swishing  

shut behind him. 

 Alone on the bridge, fires spreading across each console around him, Kale stared passively at the main viewer as it burst into 

static.  Eventually he pressed the log recorder button and said, “Ship’s log, USS Arcturus, Lieutenant (JG) Kalin Kale recording: 

Commendations to the crew of the Federation starship Arcturus.  They all performed their duties with honor and courage.  Special 

commendations for Lieutenant T’Veer, 1
st
 Lieutenant Maddox, and Lieutenant (JG) Idrisu, without whom the Arcturus would likely 

have been destroyed in the first volley from the Klingons.  I accept full responsibility for the loss of the ship and the landing party…” 

 

 

 “You accept what, Lieutenant?” 

 Kale blinked his eyes.  Looking to his right, he saw Ensign Galen DuLac sitting in the navigator’s seat, intently studying his 

readouts. 

 “I said standard orbit, Mister Kale,” Commodore Eric W. Johnson ordered from the center seat.  “I don’t want any 

daydreaming on my bridge, Lieutenant.  Am I clear?” 

 “Aye, sir.  Sorry, sir.  Entering standard orbit, sir,” Kale responded with a hint of embarrassment in his voice. 

 “Mister Fil, hail the Davlosian government and inform them of our arrival,” Johnson said to the Catullan man sitting at the 

communications console on the port side of the bridge. 



 “The governor’s staff has already contacted us, Commodore,” Fil replied.  “They have transmitted coordinates and await the 

arrival of the landing party.” 

 “Very good,” Johnson said as he got out of the command chair.  “Commodore Johnson to Commander Baael, Lieutenant 

Commander Stryer, Doctor Valtiir, and Major Copeland.  Meet me in Transporter Room 1 in ten minutes for landing party duty.  

Remember, this is a diplomatic function, so no overt weaponry.  That includes you, Copeland!” 

 “Any orders while you’re gone, Commodore?” Commander Kira, the green-skinned female Orion first officer asked as she 

stepped up toward the captain’s chair, prepared to assume command in the commodore’s absence. 

 “This should be a routine diplomatic negotiation.  I don’t expect anything too exciting,” Johnson replied as he stood up and 

gestured toward the center seat.  “Just maintain orbit and hold down the fort.  We’ll check in every thirty minutes as usual.”  Johnson 

started moving toward the port turbolift before pausing briefly and adding, “You have the conn, Commander.” 

 “Aye, Commodore,” Kira replied as she sat down in the chair.  A moment later Johnson entered the turbolift and disappeared.  

A subtle smile crossed the Orion woman’s lips as she leaned forward. 

 “Lieutenant Kale…” 

 “Commander?” Kale responded, half turning his head to look over his right shoulder. 

 “If you ever expect to earn a command of your own some day, may I suggest you pay more attention to your duties.  Neither 

the Commodore nor I abide any slackers aboard the Arcturus.” 

 Kale’s face flushed red once again as he turned his attention back to the helm. 

 “Aye, Commander.  I’ll remember that from now on.” 

 “See that you do,” Kira remarked before leaning back in the center seat and crossing her legs.  “Steady as she goes,” she 

ordered. 

 

The End 


